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Coloris • Colour Code RAL

blanc white
brun brown
gris grey
beige beige
rouge pourpre purple red
alu argenté silver

noir black
anthracite anthracite

jaune yellow
crème cream 
brun foncé dark brown
ivoire claire  light ivory 
beige foncé dark beige
vert mousse  green moss
bleu foncé dark blue
chêne irlandais Irish oak
merisier black cherry
noyer nut

chêne doré golden oak
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Largeur max. 

Max. curtain width, 
m

Surface 
maximale, m2 

Max. curtain 
surface area, m2

1 3,23 9,69
2 3,01 9,03
3 2,55 7,65
4 2,18 6,54
5 1,94 5,82
6 1,79 5,37

Our RS PLUS comes in three sizing options of the slats - 39mm, 40mm, 70mm which 
gives us the opportunity to support you with innovative solutions adapted to the 
architecture of your home. 
Our Aluminum roller shutters are suitable for windows and most also particularly for 
large-scale joinery, offering a qualitative and secure result. 
We guide you on the uses among carefully designed models, which will adapt to your 
living spaces, whether it is a new construction  or a renovated property. 
Comfortable use and possibility of motorization, radio frequencies as well as control 
from your phone app. 
Aluminum being an extremely robust material, it does not deform or deteriorate over 
time. Opting for these roller shutters will allow you to save money by choosing a safe 
and almost indestructible material!

Wind resistance in accordance 
with EN13659

Classes of wind load 
resistance according to 

EN13659Dimensions:
53mm×22mm

Dimensions:
50mm×22mm

TECHNOLOGY

DESCRIPTION RS PLUS COLORING OPTIONS
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ROLLER SHUTTER AND MOTORIZATION 
CONTROL SYSTEMS
The choice of roller shutter control system depends on the requirements of 
management comfort, dimensions and weight of the roller shutter apron.

RADIO CONTROL SYSTEMS
Managing RS PLUS using remote controls. The range of devices includes 
mini remote controls (shaped like key rings), multi-channel portable remote 
controls with the possibility of wall mounting, wall controls with 
astronomical shutter opening/closing program

AUTOMATIC TRIGGER
A radio-controlled timer or light sensor can ensure that at the right time all 
the shutters in the house close for the night or let in sunlight in the morning.

THE MOTORIZATION OF ROLLING SHUTTERS
A large selection of automatic devices for RS PLUS control for 
increased comfort

GROUP MANAGEMENT
Saving time for opening/closing each roller shutter. The remote control will 
allow you to control each roller shutter individually, as well as all the shutters in
the room or house together.

QUICK REMOTE CONTROL
A mini remote control in the shape of a key ring will allow you to quickly close
 the shutters directly from the car when leaving.

MOTORIZATION POSSIBILITIES ENGINE ADVANTAGE

Wall controler Radio controlled

Automation

Electronic key

“non-standard” operating conditions – low 
temperatures -25° / 75° up to 400 Nm

The motorization of a roller shutter is an important part of 
our system. Due to  their qualities and possibilities, our 
engine allows us to produce parts weighing up to 180 kg per 
apron. This is possible thanks to a torque that can reach 400 
Nm. In addition, we offer you up-to-date possibilities with 
our connected solutions. In fact, our roller shutters are 
equipped with a secure dynamic code. Which makes our RS 
Plus anti-reaction system a reference in the field of security.
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YOUR VISION, OUR REALITY!

bazanovaltd@gmail.com
www.baza-nova.com

+359 877 977 045


